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Options for transportation to the IU Regional Academic Health Center (RAHC) will continue to evolve as the new hospital opens and the transportation needs of our students, faculty and staff are more clearly understood. The following options are in place for Fall 2021 or are in planning for Spring 2022.

**Campus Bus Service to RAHC – available Fall 2021**
Students and faculty can take Campus Bus Route E to the RAHC. Riders can pick up the E bus anywhere along its route, or students can park in the ST spaces at Lot #128 (Redbud); #132 (Evermann South on E. Lingelbach); and #134 (Nutt, off N. Union St between 10th and Lingelbach) and pick up the E Route from there. On Saturday and Sundays, students can take the CM (Campus/Mall shuttle) weekend route. Route maps and times for both E and CM routes can be found at [https://iubus.indiana.edu/schedules/index.html](https://iubus.indiana.edu/schedules/index.html) or on the DoubleMap app ([http://iub.doublemap.com/map/](http://iub.doublemap.com/map/)).

Students can also park at the Recreational Driving Range lot (Lot #130) and walk to the RAHC.

**Prospective Health Sciences Students**
The Office of Admissions will continue to work with RAHC academic units offering undergraduate programs to ensure that prospective students and their families can see the impressive facilities and opportunities offered through the academic programs and clinical experiences at the Regional Academic Health Center. As all staff return to campus and as in-person visit programs for those academic departments are implemented, the campus will continue to monitor transportation needs and work with units to ensure those needs are met.

In the meantime, students and families can take Campus Bus Route E from any point along its route to the RAHC.

**Transportation for Early Morning and Late Night Clinicals Starting Spring 2022**
Campus transportation services recognizes that there may be a need for early morning and late-night transportation between the core campus and the new IU Health Hospital as clinical experiences ramp up in the spring. More information will be forthcoming on transportation options as those are developed in partnership with the RAHC academic programs.